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When you look back on the best sex you ever had, oral sex will no doubt be a part of the picture.

Rachel Kramer Bussel is back with more lip-smackingly superb oral sex erotica for everyone. Taking

in the essence, taste, smell, and sexy up-closeness of a lover is a powerful aphrodisiac that affects

one physically, mentally, and emotionally. Once you have your lover in your mouth, the heat of

desire, passion, and lust focus, tying your arousal directly to them. These fictive fellatio stories,

sizzling 69ings, and talented tonguing give readers lots of new ideas to try at home. In Going Down,

lovers give, receive, and explore the many ways oral sex can be an act of love, tenderness,

devotion, or pure sexual joy. Just sit back and enjoy this sexy read of explicit stories to get you hot

and bothered with more than a mouthful.
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Lawd have mercy. Either Rachel must have fingers with the strength of Hercules or she must have

the most wanton sex life this side of Susie Bright. Her books are so saturated with sex that I'm

almost afraid to read them within ten feet of any woman. `Oral Sex' is another in her long list of

good, short, lusty, sweaty, erotic short stories. I tell you what, there are some women in these pages

that I would love to nominate for `girlfriend of the year'. Where or WHERE do these women exist?!

We each have a fetish and if yours is engaging in, reading about, or watching oral sex, then this is

your vice book.The stories in here are very descriptive, very sweaty, HIGHLY erotic, and very lewd

(in a good way). I'll give you a few of my favorites:`Pretty Dull' - a great story to start and sets the

tone because it sets up the daydream for me.`Milk Moustache' - pretty much the only time would be



OK with cloning would be if they found a way to copy Phoebe. She is the PERFECT girlfriend who is

dating a dud who has no idea what a sexual nympho he has living with him. But he finds out. Heck

yeah he finds out!`Etiquette' - is a delicious treat.`Stacked' is about two guys, which is usually not

my cup of tea, but something about this story was just... good and nasty. Remember earlier when I

mentioned `sweaty'? This is the story I was thinking about.`Licking Casey's Member (I had to

change the name because of 's "rules") - Weird, weird, weird, but sexy, sexy, sexy.`Clean/Dirty' -

One of the few stories that includes actual sex and I think that is one of the reasons I enjoyed it so

much. The language in this story is just as raw as the sex.

I'm like one of those professors in college you didn't want. When I review something, I generally try

very hard to find something wrong with it so I feel justified not giving out an "A". (You, the one

talking, see me after class.) A book really has to deserve it. On top of that, I read a lot of erotica.

Mostly that's because when it comes to written work, I'm very particular in how it turns me on, and I

weed through lots. All at the same time, it must be well crafted, it must be hot, and it must not piss

me off.So when I give this little volume five stars, take it from me, it's a fantastic, salacious,

drool-worthy anthology!Superbly edited, there must have been few to no errors, because that's

usually the first thing I remember at the end of a book. Either that or each story was so well selected

for its hotness that it dazzled me away from being a good copyeditor. Each page slid by so that I

could focus on my internal temperature and how tightly to clench my thighs together. Many times I

found myself stopping after a story to cool off.Here are some of my favorites, which are numerous:*

"Lavender" by Cynthia Hamilton. Not usually one to enjoy stories in the second person, this one was

well done and slowly wound me up for the next story...* "Etiquette" by Sylvia Lowry. As someone

who gets off on Emily Post, this was well-paced, hot and most of all, funny. And that lead right

into...* "Stacked" by Logan Zackary, a tale of two scholarly men in a library. Right?! From the setting

alone, I nearly slid off my seat.* "Getting Something Out of It" by Annabeth Long is sweet and

reminds me of a time (I won't tell you how long ago) and the wonders of exploration, being

accepted, and how hot that can be.

Overall review:Exemplary anthology, with a few stories that didn't grab me - but that's to be

expected in any anthology, whether it's a poetry or a mixed-author smut collection: with so many

ideas flying around, not all of them will "connect" with every reader.Bussel does a great job of

mixing variable voices and points of views, most of them engaging and interesting on one level or

another (for this reader, anyway).Worth owning, this.Standout stories:1.) "Pretty Dull" - Charlotte



Stein: An out-of-the-blue extramarital affair with an unbelievably handsome man (Mitchell Webber)

shocks a woman (Marilyn) on multiple, beyond-sex levels.Stein's story, with its intense immediacy,

is sometimes edgy and romantic at the same time. This is a grab-the-reader-and-don't-let-go

read.2.) "Milk Mustache" - Jacqueline Applebee: Great blend of licentious sex and love in this story -

a co-worker's unwelcome come-on spurs a woman (Phoebe) to explore new, dirtier carnal avenues

with her boyfriend (Hamish), with exciting results.3.) "Stacked" - Zachary Logan: A gay grad

assistant-researcher (Wade Reynolds) discovers the finer points a particular library, via the

attentions of a summer-hot librarian (Troy).Tight writing, succinct characterizations and a believable

scenario elevate this tale above the usual 'strangers meet and immediately fantasy frak' bullcrap.4.)

"Sucking Casey's C***" - Shanna Germain: Excellent, entertaining and sex-informative tale about a

lesbian (Alice), her longtime friend (Danny) and Alice's female-to-male lover (Casey), with an ending

that inherently lends itself to a character-progressive sequel.5.
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